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- Increasing the recording density of Hard
Disc Drives (HDD) causing a decrease of:
- Distances between flux reversals
- Width of the magnetic data tracks
- Flying height

- Voice coil actuator running into limitations
with regard to track following

- Changes in flying height during track-
seeking motions causing signal loss and
risk of head-to-disk contact

- Integration of an electromagnetic actuator
into the slider

- Using a chiplet with the read/write element
attached to the integrated actuator

- Using a ider with ntegrated icroactuator
(SLIM)
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Properties of SLIM

- Dimensions corresponding to the
dimensions of a pico slider
(1,240 µm x 990 µm x 300 µm,
length x width x height)

- SLIM slider consisting of a bottom magnetic
wafer (with two microactuators) and a top
micromechanics wafer bonded by a spacer

- Read/write element attached to the chiplet

Second Stage Track Following

- Two microactuators integrated
- Even excitation: Platform lowers
- Opposite excitation: Platform swivels

- Lateral displacement (fine tracking):
±5 tracks at 20 ktpi (±635 nm)

- Maximal rotation for ±635 nm track
following: ±0.18°

- Resulting height change: < 2 nm
- Simulation results:

- Lowest resonance frequency for
flying height adjustment: 1.2 kHz

- Lowest resonance frequency for
track following: 5.6 kHz

Key Benefits of SLIM

- Superior to presently known approaches
- Promises lower costs for slider plus

read/write element than for a present day
slider

- Allows to dynamically adjusting the
flying height

- Allows for a second stage actuation for
track following
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Bond pad

Electromagnetic Microactuator (LUH)

- Microactuator technology:
High Aspect Ratio Micro Structure
Technology (HARMST)

- Microactuator components:
- U-shaped soft magnetic core for magnetic
flux closure

- Double-layer micro coils for excitation

SLIM Micromechanics (TUB)

Completed SLIM microactuator
Cu electrical
leads

Measurement Technology (INESC MN)

- Developing a GMR detection system for
monitoring the chiplet motion

- Creating a set of drive electronics for
exciting the SLIM micro magnets allowing
for both a lowering and a rotation of the
chiplet

PARMA Consortium Members
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Test realization of the spin-valve structure
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DLC Coating (UCAM)

- Developing a DLC process for coating the
SLIM air bearing surface (ABS)

- Performing wear tests
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